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FROM THE FOUNDER

VISION 2021
REBUILD

RE-STRUCTURE

Like many entities we have had the chance to start again with a
new model of 'leanness but effectiveness'. Rebuilding for us has
meant we can expand Nationally with our new online "Freedom
School" and more skilled volunteers. We have engaged and
trained a volunteer movement, with 'Education Coaches' to assist
survivors in their local region. A 'Freedom Ambassador' for a
local area, oversees a team of volunteers to advocate, speak and
train their community in our cause and coaches assist survivors
with our new program design. (see below)
We are grateful for the 47 skilled volunteers we have but we are
looking for more in every State. If you are experienced in
volunteering or leading volunteers and interested, contact
us at: info@thefreedomhub.org

Sally Irwin - Founder / MD

RE - PRIORITISED

Michele Wassink - Customer Experience
Manager

Helping survivors of modern slavery and partnering in the fight to
end slavery has always been our mission. However, we funded
more than half of that through our social enterprises. Hospitality
crashed during Covid and is still not back. So we are now putting
our business efforts into online orders for catering, retail,
wholesale and increasing the private functions in our venue. We
closed the Gold Coast cafe and our Customer Experience
Manager is moving her focus in Sydney onto these more profitable
areas of growth.

RE - DESIGNED

We have re-designed our Survivor School programs to match the
new world we live in. We continue face to face courses for survivors
who prefer that method of learning new skills and to socialise. But
we now have our Online Freedom School, with all the same courses
available for the survivor to work at their own pace and have an
education coach to assist as required. Our Survivor Experience
Manager will continue to oversee the survivors recovery pathway
and health therapies, working closely with case workers & partners.

thefreedomhub.org

Eleni Argy - Survivor Experience Manager

